
From: Cash, John [John.Cash@ur-energyusa.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 29, 2012 4:00 PM
To: Oxenberg, Tanya
Cc: Kelsey, Charles; Steve Hatten; Gaither, Mike; Cooper, John; VanHolland, Cal
Subject: MU1 Hydrology Clarifications

Tanya,

The information below is being provided to clarify our March 2, 2012 PM to PM discussion:

1. Well MU-108 was not MIT'd before the pumptest. Please see Section 6.5 of the "Lost Creek Hydrologic Testing -
Mine Unit 1 North and South Tests October 2009 (Revised November 2010)" for a complete description of well
MU-108.

2. The sample dates for well M-120A in Table MU1 4-2a are incorrect and need to be corrected. The water quality

data are accurate.

3. When determining the area covered by a line drive pattern a width of 50 feet is used between the wells and a
25' radius around each well is used.

4. The lab sheets for the samples collected from wells MP-103 and MP-105 on May 21, 2009 were reviewed to see
if the samples had been switched. The data from the lab matches the data in Attachment MU1 4-1. However, it
appears that the data for the two wells got switched in Attachment MU1 4-1 for May 21, 2009. This error could
have occurred from a sampler mislabeling the sample containers in the field or the commercial laboratory
switching the well numbers during analysis.

5. Wells HJT-106 and HJT-107 weren't used in any of the potentiometric surface maps because they are completed
in the DE and no potentiometric maps were produced for this horizon.

6. The lab data for well MP-111 collected on 4/21/09 and the lab data for well MO-111 collected on 5/5/09 were
compared to the commercial lab sheets and determined to be consistent. However, when comparing the data
from these sample dates with the water quality collected on other dates there is a significant difference. It is
likely that the sample labels got switched in the field and the unusual sample date for MO-111 seems to confirm
this.

7. The sample dates for well M-120A in Table MU1 4-2a do in fact match the sample dates in Attachment MU1 4-
1. Please see the comment in Table MU1 4-2a for an explanation.

8. While the well location maps in the MU1 application are accurate they do not show all the wells in the area.
Only wells with a nexus to the MU1 application are typically shown in the maps.

9. Well KPW-2 was originally installed for use as a fully penetrating KM pump test well. Its completed interval
spans all decent sands within the KM Horizon. The abandonment of a nearby underlying well MU-108 resulted
in a need for a replacement KM well for use as an underlying monitor well for Mine Unit 1. KPW-2 was the
closest well that fit that need.

10. Completions for the MP series wells are all within proposed production zones of the HJ Horizon. However, they
can vary from any of the HJ Sub-horizons (UHJ, MHJ1, MHJ2, LHJ) and do not span more than one. The goal was
to emulate an actual production well completion by keeping the completed interval fairly concise and relatively
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thin, with hopes that some of them can actually be used as such once in production. Appendix A of Attachment
MU2 2-1 shows the completion intervals for each of the MP wells.

11. The original license application did contain well locations in NAD27 coordinates but all locations presented and
used in the MU2 Application are in NAD83. We believe the differences in the two coordinate systems were
recognized and addressed but we are still verifying with our third party hydrology contractor.

12. We suspect that the fault intersects well MP-104 in the FG Horizon. However, stratigraphic correlations and
pump test results indicate the HJ Horizon of Well MP-104 is on the south side of the fault. Figure 15-1 shows
well MP-104 in the correct location relative to the fault.

13. Well M-114 is likely within the fault zone but the stratigraphic correlation is difficult. Our Geologists place this
well on the south side of the fault based on stratigraphy but on the north side based on pump test results.

Regards,

John Cash
V.P. Regulatory Affairs, Exploration and Geology
Ur-Energy USA, Inc.
5880 Enterprise Dr., Suite 200
Casper, WY 82609
Office: (307) 265-2373, ext. 303
Cell: (307) 267-7003
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